SAMPLE PORTFOLIO

EMAIL: paulholmes@thevelvetonion.com
LINKEDIN: uk.linkedin.com/in/paulholmestvo
FACEBOOK: facebook.com/paulholmestvo
TWITTER: @DidymusBrush
FOR REGULARLY UPDATED CONTENT AND MANY
MORE EXAMPLES OF MY WORK VISIT
paulholmeswrites.wordpress.com

The Velvet Onion is a not-for-profit endeavour, founded and driven by my passion for the comedy
industry, and the unique talents across the alternative comedy scene.
Founded in 2010, The Velvet Onion
provides online promotion of the work of an
interconnected group of comedians, actors
and other creatives to 40,000 monthly readers
and 12.6K Twitter followers in 161 countries.

I write regular engaging copy, magage a team of volunteer contributors and maintain a coherent
brand across all platforms.
By focusing on a selection of frequently collaborating artists, TVO has developed flexible working
relationships with a variety of creative talents demonstrating time and again our dedication to
celebrating great work.

Film & Television

West End Stage, London Comedy Scene & Edinburgh Fringe

Generating original features, previews, interviews, behind the scenes materials, video content, exclusive
competitions and downloadable content for productions across broadcasters and distributors, including:

Generating a variety of reviews, interviews, behind the scenes materials, video content, exclusive ticket
competitions and even pre-sale events for live shows, stage plays and UK tours including:

BRIAN PERN: A LIFE IN ROCK

CRIMS

DOLL AND EM

ANNA AND KATY

CLUB FANTASTICO

NOEL FIELDING

A FIELD IN ENGLAND

HOFF THE RECORD

HOUSE OF FOOLS

PAUL FOOT

RICH FULCHER

HOLES

THE IT CROWD

MONGRELS

MURDER IN SUCCESSVILLE

COLIN HOULT

JEEVES AND WOOSTER

NOEL FIELDING’S LUXURY COMEDY

SIGHTSEERS

SUBMARINE

THE MENTALISTS

THE MIGHTY BOOSH

SARAH KENDALL

NEVILLE’S ISLAND

Radio, Online, Print... and Music!
Generating original features, previews, interviews, video content and exclusive competitions for productions
across broadcasters, the internet, publishers and record labels, including:

RADIO: ALICE’S WUNDERLAND

ONLINE: THE BARON

MUSIC: MATT BERRY - KILL THE WOLF

The Velvet Onion
Live!
In May 2012, The Velvet Onion celebrated its success
- and that of its regulars - with a star studded sold
out live event at new comedy club The Vandella, in
Shepherd’s Bush for an audience of diehard fans
and celebrity guests.
Organised in co-operation with James Wren (The
Hen & Chickens) and Bob Pipe (The Forgery Club),
the event was TVO’s first foray into live entertainment
and featured twenty-one performers across almost
three hours of music and comedy.

PRINT: KATY BRAND - BRENDA MONK
IS FUNNY

MUSIC: JAMES COOK - ADVENTURES
IN AUSLAND

ONLINE: THE DAY THEY CAME TO
SUCK OUT OUR BRAINS

Top comedy coups on the night were the return of Waen Shepherd as Gary Le Strange after a prolonged
absence from live performances, and a secret appearance by Dave Brown of The Mighty Boosh as loveable
gorilla, Bollo. Whilst scheduling clashes meant he was unable to attend, the night was compered by the
etheral voice of Rich Fulcher, with his typical madcap charm.
As Project Manager, I oversaw all aspects of production and promotion, including: booking acts; budgeting;
writing press releases; sourcing camera men to record the event for posterity; poster design; and efforts to
make the venue feel a bit more ‘Oniony’! On the night, I was stage manager and live co-ordinator, ensuring
acts were enjoying themselves and gave the audience their very best.

MUSIC: DEAD DOG IN BLACK BAG

iPLAYER: FUNNY VALENTINES

ONLINE: GOOD GRIEF

ONLINE: JACKAL FILMS

RADIO: LOVE IN RECOVERY

ONLINE: MONSTERS & RABBITS

PRINT: THE SCRIBBLINGS OF A
MADCAP SHAMBLETON

MUSIC: SUE AND THE UNICORN

PRINT: TINY ACTS OF REBELLION

Noel Fielding’s
Luxury Comedy

Luxury Comedy
Series Two

The Velvet Onion has always had strong links with
Noel Fielding’s output, and this was particularly
apparent with his E4 sketch show Luxury Comedy.

As a result of our successful campaign for the first
series, TVO was invited back to film more material
on the set of Series Two in the summer of 2013.

The title was announced exclusively in my interview
with Noel to promote his appearance on Let’s Dance
For Comic Relief, and TVO continued to be involved
across production and promotion of both series over
a three year period from 2011 to 2014.

This material, shot over four days at Three Mills
Studios and on location, was released alongside the
series broadcast in early 2014, and was supported
by another range of exclusive materials and another
huge boost to our regular readership.

TVO had exclusive set access to Series One in 2011, recording behind the scenes interviews with the cast for
release in January 2012. This documentary was preceeded by teaser trailers, and supported by a ‘Takeover
Week’ featuring written interviews, features, exclusive galleries and fan interactions, which saw the site
reaching daily figures of over 12,000 unique visitors, eager to get involved with the production.

Alongside further interviews and behind the scenes galleries, the second series cafe setting allowed me to
offer a complete breakdown of the cafe menus created by set designer James Dillon (The Mighty Boosh,
The Crystal Maze), and prompt a reader competition to recreate items on the menu and tweet images for a
chance to win rare goodies.

Footage shot by myself and my colleague Paulyne Antoniou was included in the official making of featurette
on the DVD release of Season One, including the lead interview with Noel.

Both behind the scenes featurettes are still available to view on YouTube.

Sightseers
Press Campaign

Recent & Noteworthy
Promotional
Activites
The following activites have occured between
November 2014 and June 2015 in support of
various projects.

Sightseers was written by its two stars - Alice Lowe
and Steve Oram, and was directed by Ben Wheatley.
TVO was heavily involved in promotional activities
around its theatrical release in November 2012.

House of Fools
Having previously worked with Alice and Steve, I
instigated frequent contact with the promotional
teams at Em Foundation, Organic Marketing and
Studio Canal who were handling the release.
Our initial push included a preview of the film in August 2012, before a series of interviews were conducted
across October and November. These were published in the week of the film’s theatrical release, as part of
an en-masse site takeover, which was signposted by the use of a uniqute site header temporarily replacing
our normal, cycling banners.

Interviews with Vic Reeves, Bob Mortimer, Matt Berry,
Morgana Robinson, Dan Skinner, Daniel Simonsen
and Ellie White: one of only four members of the
press to be granted set visits for the filming of Series
Two at The Studios, Salford.

Brian Pern: A Life in Rock
In-depth interview with Simon Day and Rhys Thomas.
Mock interview with Brian Pern, written in
collaboration with Rhys Thomas.
Exclusive behind the scenes photography.

Murder in Successville
I interviewed director Ben Wheatley and stars Alice Lowe, Steve Oram, Richard Glover and Rachel Austin.
Members of my staff talked to producer Claire Jones, cinematographer Laurie Rose and cameo stars Tom
Meeten and Tony Way for further articles. A selection of these faces were also interviewed on camera at the
London premiere event for a red carpet video piece.

LOST DOG

HAVE YOU SEEN BANJO?

My name is 'Banjo' and I got lost during a recent caravanning trip in the
Keswick area. I am a friendly white terrier with one brown ear and a
patch over my left eye. My mummy misses me greatly! I was last seen
with a ginger-faced man and an angry looking woman.

PLEASE HELP! REWARD OFFERED!

To support these, I requested exclusive download
copies of promotional goodies sent to the press,
including the Lost Dog posters and double-sided door
knockers as printable PDF files.
I also ran a competition to win a prize bundle
including signed posters, promotional materials and
other Studio Canal comedy films, which saw fans
tweeting images of themselves in caravanner get-up at
the cinema.

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie
#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

#Sightseers
@SightseersMovie

Further competitions were held to offer fans tickets to
Q&A screenings at Manchester’s Cornerhouse and
London’s BFI, and for copies of the film on dvd and
blu-ray upon its home media release in Spring 2012.
Other goodies included a guide to the film’s locations
by Steve Oram, and a retrospective on the work of
Oram and Lowe over the years.

Interview with star Tom Davis.
Exclusive preview clip featuring Tom Meeten as
Richard Hammond, pushed via Twitter.
Exclusive profile images of the ‘celebrity’ inhabitants
of Successville, played by comedians Dan Skinner,
Gemma Whelan, Colin Hoult, Harry Peacock, Cariad
Lloyd and Tony Way.

Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell
In-depth interview with star Paul Kaye.
Exclusive images from Paul Kaye’s personal archive,
including rare images of Dennis Pennis.
Preview of the first episode.
Other recent interview subjects include Dave Lambert (for Undercover, UK TV); Fergus Craig (for Hoff the
Record, UK TV); Adam Kay (for Crims, BBC Three) and Sarah Kendall (for her live shows at Soho Theatre).

The Scribblings
of a Madcap
Shambleton
The Scribblings of a Madcap Shambleton by Noel
Fielding and frequent collaborator Dave Brown was
published by Canongate Books in Autumn 2011.

Upon release, new, exclusive interviews were
conducted by myself and the team with Noel and
Dave, to follow on from our previous features.

Having preiously worked with Noel and Dave,
The Velvet Onion were the logical choice for
collaboration, and together with Canongate, we
instigated a series of competitions, interviews and
additional content to promote the publication.

There were also further competitions to win copies
of the book, including the extremely limited edition
deluxe boxed run.

The biggest part of our campaign began during
initial production of the book. I instigated discussions
with graphic designer Dave Brown about getting
TVO readers involved somehow, and together we
came up with the concept of a double-page spread
featuring reader photographs.
I organised the competition through The Velvet
Onion, and personally checked all submissions
to ensure adherance to the rules laid out on site.
Dave Brown then assembled them onto a canvas:
consulting me regarding the composition.
The results were then handed over to Noel, who “scribbled” over everyone’s faces with paint and ink, in the
same style as his own front-cover portrait. This ensured that everyone featured would be rushing out to buy
the book as a part of Noel’s art!

Most importantly, however, TVO became official
documentarians of the subsequently book signing
tour of the UK, filming and photographing each
event across the country, and uploading the results
online via our YouTube and Flickr accounts.
As well as documenting the signings and the live
painting sessions that accompanied them, TVO also
arranged on-site competitions for a chance to win
goodies by fans submitting their own scribblings.
The book is still available via Canongate Books.

The Velvet Onion
is Five!
In 2015, The Velvet Onion celebrated its fifth
birthday. To celebrate, I asked a number of creative
talents the site has supported over the years to
send us birthday messages. In spite of hectic
schedules, a good chunk of messages came through,
demonstrating the love for TVO from many we
feature really does run deep.

Testimonials from artists I have
worked with through The Velvet Onion
“I met Paul a few years back when he interviewed me for the Velvet Onion, and I was instantly struck by his
charm, passion and wit, which all effortlessly translate themselves into his writing and onto the pages of his
website. If you are person of impeccable taste, it really is the only website to go to.
Paul is a wonderfully knowledgable and discerning afficionado of all things comedic and dramatic. He’s a
great person to bounce ideas off and seek opinions from, and his enthusiasm is utterly infectious. Last but by
no means least... he’s also truly lovely man who I now consider a friend.”
- PAUL KAYE (Dennis Pennis, Mongrels, Game of Thrones)
“I have had the pleasure working with Paul Holmes now for many years. Paul was the founder of The Velvet
Onion which has grown from a small fansite to an online go-to for all alternative comedy acts and shows.
Over the years I’ve not only been impressed by Paul’s manner and personality, but also by his enthusiasm,
support, reliability and passion for all things comedy. He has an encyclopaedic knowledge of all things
funny and is an absolute pleasure to work with and be around. I would be happy to recommend him to
anyone for employment.
- DAVE BROWN (The Mighty Boosh, Luxury Comedy)
“Paul has been invaluable in promoting and championing the many projects I have been involved with over
the years. So much so, that if I want to find out what I am doing next, I look to The Velvet Onion instead of
my own diary.”
- TONY WAY (The Life of Rock, Tittybangbang, Edge of Tomorrow)
“What Paul doesn’t know about comedy isn’t worth knowing. He’s encyclopaedic! Hard-working, thorough,
conscientious, creative, quick to learn, with an unstinting attention to detail. He is self-motivated, enthusiastic,
a joy to be around and very very bright! He will go far.”
- ALICE LOWE (Sightseers, Hot Fuzz, Garth Marenghi’s Darkplace)

The full list of contributors to the final video were:

“Paul’s passion for comedy is unparalleled. His combination of enthusiasm and knowledge has always made
working with him an absolute pleasure. And almost more importantly (I think), he champions unknown and
‘alternative’ acts as much as more established performers.”
- TOM MEETEN (Oram & Meeten, Luxury Comedy, Murder in Successville)

Katy Brand | Dave Brown | Neil Cole | James Cook | Stephen Evans
Paul Foot | Rich Fulcher | Richard Glover | John Hopkins
Colin Hoult | Rufus Jones | Paul Kaye | Dave McNeill
Spencer Millman | Bob Pipe | Holly Jane Shears | Waen Shepherd
Rachel Stubbings | Tom Meeten | Richard Sandling | Michael Smiley
Tony Way | Dolly Wells | Phil Whelans | James Wren | Jacqueline Wright
Watch it at: youtube.com/watch?v=mJhVUeXLPMU

“Working with Paul Holmes is nothing short of joyous. His enthusiasm, passion and knowledge of all things
comedy means he’s great to bounce ideas around with. He’s got great instincts and has an eye for new and
interesting ideas. That’s why he’s so popular amongst comics, especially those leaning towards the leftfield.”
- RACHEL STUBBINGS (Jackal Films, Common Ground, Good Grief)
“I have dealt with Paul over the last 7 years and find him to be the most hardworking, efficient and observant
of any people involved with publicity over the years. The Velvet Onion is a centrepiece of internet news on
anything Boosh and I feel that this brainchild is just the tip of the iceberg for Paul and his many talents. He’s
also a peachy dancer.”
- RICH FULCHER (The Mighty Boosh, Snuffbox, Drunk History)

Oldham Coliseum Theatre
and imitating the dog present

A CHILLING WINTER’S TALE FROM THE MISTRESS OF SUSPENSE
Fab Productions in association
with The Cavern Club present

0161 624 2829
www.coliseum.org.uk

For twelve weeks between February and May 2015, I
was Assistant Marketing Officer at Oldham Coliseum
Theatre. One of the oldest surviving rep theatres
in the country, the Coliseum’s history stretches back
to 1885, and famous faces to have trod the boards
there include Charlie Chaplin, Stan Laurel, Anne
Kirkbride and Ralph Fiennes.

Mixed
Programme 2015

FROM THE NOVEL BY

SUSAN HILL
AUTHOR OF

THE WOMAN IN BLACK
“simply stunning”
Works by
Christopher Bruce CBE
Sharon Watson
Caroline Finn

My role was to act as a transitionary between the
departure and arrival of permanent Marketing and
Digital Officers, effectively undertaking the same
tasks they would on a day-to-day basis, assisting
the Head of Marketing and Communications
Officer in the creation and completion of marketing
campaigns, to ensure a smooth handover.

“spine chilling”

THE STAGE

THE PUBLIC REVIEWS

««««

««««

“rich and unusual”

Oldham Coliseum Theatre

THE INDEPENDENT

“Exceptionally skilled dancing
by a superbly talented cast.”
- THE PUBLIC REVIEWS

TUESDAY 31
MARCH, 7:30pm
Tickets: £15,
Concs: £10,
Under 26: £5.00

««««
TUESDAY 24 - SATURDAY 28 FEBRUARY
BOX OFFICE 01392 493 493
WWW.EXETERNORTHCOTT.CO.UK
BOOKING FEES APPLY

Tuesday 5 May

tickets only £18.00 (cons £16.00)
box office: 0161 624 2829 coliseum.org.uk

cavernbeatles.com

ABOVE LEFT: Advert designed for the Oldham Chronicle newspaper to publicise Phoenix Dance Theatre.
ABOVE CENTRE: The Mist in the Mirror advert designed for Exeter Northcott Theatre
ABOVE RIGHT: Advert designed for the Oldham Chronicle newpspaper to publicise The Cavern Beatles.

I was responsible for developing and overseeing
production and distribution of various marketing
materials, including direct mail letters and postcards,
press advertisements, flyers and posters.
These were either designed by myself via InDesign
and Photoshop, or developed by working with
external graphic designers. I would liase with
external printers and distributors to ensure maximum
exposure to our target audiences within budget.
I would also create email campaigns, and maintain
social media channels including Facebook, Twitter,
Google+ and YouTube, as well as profiles on
additional websites such as Tripadvisor, and the
company website. My duties also involved front of
house maintenance of screens, posters and flyers.
There was also scope for me to develop the web
content made by the Coliseum to support projects.
This included sourcing and creating content for the
theatre’s website - including blogs from creative
talents behind the productions - and extending
digital reach into new media, most notably via
themed Spotify playlists.
I also actively encouraged audience feedback
by engaging with social media comments, and
celebrating audience opinions of productions
wherever possible.
Whilst there, I also restructured the image banks
to make accessing archive materials easier, and
instigated a new system for maintaining print
materials around the building, and for distribution
plans, which was kept in place at the end of my
contract by the Head of Marketing.

SATURDAY 23
MAY

INDULGE YOUR SENSES WITH THE TASTE,
RHYTHM AND SPIRIT OF SOUTH ASIAN CULTURE

S IGNATURE
I NDER
G OLDFINGER
FEATURING

H ARDEEP
S INGH K OHLI

THE COLISEUM BAZAAR ON YORKSHIRE STREET

PLUS H USSNAIN L AHORI, A LPHA N OMEGA,
M ANI L IAQAT, E ZRA K HAN AND MANY MORE!

VISIT COLISEUM.ORG.UK FOR MORE INFO OR CALL 0161 624 2829

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

coliseum.org.uk

OR CALL

0161 624 2829

Alchemy Oldham is supported by Aksa Homes

ABOVE: Advert designed for The Skinny and Asian News to
promote Southbank Centre’s Alchemy Festival.
BELOW: Designs by Michael Holt for Boeing Boeing which I
persuaded him to share online alongside a blog post.

BELOW: Audience responses to Hindle Wakes from The Dukes Lancaster, shared online ahead of its run at Oldham Coliseum.

Audience Engagement Statistics
Tweet impressions:
DECEMBER: 23.4K
JANUARY:
26.4K
FEBRUARY
54.1K
MARCH:
104.0K
APRIL:
145.0K

Twitter Mentions:
DECEMBER: 63
JANUARY:
167
FEBRUARY:
253
409
MARCH:
APRIL:
283

The drop in Twitter mentions, but increase in impressions can be attributed to the first two weeks of April being the period in which the
season’s “One-Nighter” events took place, rather than in-house productions that played for several weeks.

Since 2004, 24:7 Theatre Festival
has championed new writing
within the Fringe Theatre scene,
giving many developing writers the
opportunity for their voice to be
heard, and see their work on stage.
INSTAGRAM IMAGES

Across 2014, I assisted the team behind the festival,
as they celebrated their tenth anniversary. As Digital
Content Producer, I contributed to maintaining the
various social media presences for the festival in the
run-up to its tenth year.
My aim was to be the first dedicated social media
champion for the festival, proactively producing
original material for online consumption, and also
guiding best practise for the creative teams behind
the ten productions to extend their life into new
media and bring added value to web platforms.
Work I instigated included video interviews, writing
regular blogs and editorial copy, and generating
ideas for competitions. written work and photo
competitions. I also created an official YouTube
channel for the festival, and reinvigorated their
Instagram profile with fun & engaging content.
The focus on drawing in new audiences saw me
develop online presences for the festival. With the
planned material launching in April, and running
through to the festival in July, my work saw an 84%
rise in Facebook likes in the four months prior to
the 2014 festival - and by celebrating the tenth
anniversary, I began the first real attempt to organise
and preserve the festival’s archives for future use,
including organising press cutting and digitsing long
forgotten print materials. I also assisted with press
nights and other ad-hoc events.

THROWBACK THURSDAY BLOG

TEAM TUESDAY Q&A BLOG

BEING INTERVIEWED AT THE FESTIVAL

EXEC PRODUCER DAVID SLACK AT THE MEDIA LAUNCH

24:7 - THE WRITER INTERVIEWS

The 2014 festival was a huge success, with some
shows having to turn audiences away for later
performances due to capacity constraints.
Due to time constraints, however, I have taken a
back seat for 2015’s reduced ‘festival weekend’, but
24:7 will always be a beloved organisation, who I
would be honoured to help again in the future.

Facebook Growth for 24:7 Theatre Festival [Feb-Jul 2014]

BRANDED YOUTUBE CHANNEL

SHOW PHOTOGRAPHY

Freelance Journalism & Photography
In a mixture of paid and voluntary roles, I have worked on a number of online publications and broadcast
platforms. I created copy for the rock band Queen via their web team at Outside Line, and contributed to
charity publication ‘The Sarah Jane Files’ in aid of Cancer Research. I have recently been asked to contribute
to a book of essays on fan connections with genre television, which will be published in the Autumn.
My written work has featured on Buzzfeed (where it was seen by over 250,000 people in two weeks), Media
Blasphemy, Quays News and Such Small Portions. For Music News, I worked autonomously to source
information via PR agents and artists, I wrote reviews and conducted interviews within a pre-determined
house style, and uploaded this content to the website via their content management system. Many of my
reviews were cited as leading features and quoted elsewhere.

For Shock Radio, I presented two shows in 2012 and 2013, featuring music and discussion around the arts
and popular culture. This role also utilised my skills as an audio editor, creating show jingles and clean
‘radio-edits’ of songs.
As a video/audio reporter, I have produced content for Channel M, Quays TV and Salford City Radio. As a
photo-journalist, I have also provided live concert photography to Toyah Willcox, Matt Berry, I Am Kloot and
the Manchester Psorasis Shout Out.
As well as my interviews for The Velvet Onion, which have included a number of high profile names inc
omedy, I have also interviewed musicians (such as To Be Frank and Matt Berry), theatre professionals (such
as Troop Theatre Company and Bury Met Theatre), and representatives for Blackpool Council and The
Sophie Lancaster Foundation.

Design
A selection of design work for both professional and personal use.
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Alchemy Oldham is supported by Aksa Homes

ALCHEMY FESTIVAL

HINDLE WAKES

Produced at Oldham Coliseum Theatre, in collaboration with Southbank Centre.
Posters and flyers distributed around the North West. Press advertisements featured in The Skinny and Asian
Life Newspaper. Variety is the Spice materials used nationwide and online by supporting theatres.

Print advert for Oldham Chronicle and Saddleworth Independent, inspired by ‘Gosford Park’.
The play had previously appeared at The Octagon in Bolton and The Dukes in Lancaster, so a fresh
approach was needed to bolster sales. It worked - and the cast loved it!

Design

MUSIC DOWNLOADS
Artwork for free mp3 downloads via The Velvet Onion. ‘In Holoserica Cepa 2013’ was a limited release for
two weeks only, and featured the digital debut of music from the soundtrack for ‘A Field in England’.

GIBLETS
MONGRELS TAKEOVER LOGO

TVO LIVE LANYARDS

A 72 page test magazine focusing on alternative comedy.

To promote the launch of Mongrels Series Two on
BBC Three, TVO instigated a week of exclusive
content including cast interviews, behind the scenes
materials, videos and more. Each post featured this
logo - fusing TVO’s branding with that of the show.

For practical reasons, the production team
involved in The Velvet Onion Live event
were issued lanyards, to ensure the security
of the venue, staff and performers. The
design mirrored stage banners & branding.

Utilising copyright cleared photography from a variety of legal sources, the following spreads are examples
of those created, mostly using lorem-ipsum text. This was a degree project never released to the public. The
project enabled me to get to grips with InDesign, and gain a greater understanding of the practicalities of
magazine production. The following pages features a flatplan of the first issue’s layout.

Design

Press Coverage & Press Releases

Following an erroneous report by the Daily Mail, suggesting that The Mighty Boosh were reuniting to make
a film and tour nationwide in 2014, I contacted their management and got clarification on the non-story, as
well as support from the Boosh themselves.
The story was later picked up by various news outlets across the world, with TVO’s summary of the reality at
the bottom of our article quoted repeatedly. Coverage included The Telegraph, The Independent, NME and
further afield, including Digital Spy, The Metro and internationally - such as Australia’s The Herald.

Press Coverage & Press Releases

Press Release: For Immediate Release

PEAK TIME FOR
PERFORMANCES AT THE
24:7 THEATRE FESTIVAL
18th - 25th July 2014 at New Century House, Manchester
This week, the 24:7 Theatre Festival is celebrating its tenth anniversary with eight days of exciting new
theatre from emerging acting, writing, directing and producing talent at the unconventional hub venue, New
Century House on Corporation Street in Manchester.
With ten main productions and a series of extra performances, rehearsed readings and special events, the
festival has been garnering FIVE STAR REVIEWS from a range of regional theatre critics.
During the week, the Festival has already seen:
•
Ten lead productions première, adding to the more than 170 shows of previous festivals.
•
War Stories: An international collaboration with the You Are Here festival in Canberra, Australia,
receive its worldwide debut performances.
•
The 24:7 Herding Cats Convention giving budding theatre-makers the chance to receive expert
advice and discuss issues of the day with all manner of industry leaders.
•
5+1: The Wedding featuring the cast of 2004’s original play 5+1, reunited for an exclusive sequel.
•
Writers Challenge events, and a rehearsed reading in collaboration with Oldham Coliseum.
•
The Big Slam poetry event, hosted by acclaimed poet Tony Walsh – aka Longfella.

ABOVE: The Velvet Onion’s first appearance in print,
as a featured website in The Guardian Guide, April
2010, three months after inception.
RIGHT: TimeOut London’s online listing for The
Velvet Onion Live event in May 2012. This listing was
mirrored in their print editions.

LEFT: To promote the arrival of
‘Charlie And Lola’s Extremely
New Play’ to Oldham Coliseum
Theatre in Spring 2015, I worked
in collaboration with producers
Watershed Productions to
arrange for the puppets to visit
the theatre a little earlier than
planned, in order to make an
appearance in the local paper,
the Oldham Chronicle.
Communications Officer Shelly
Ramsdale arranged for the
photographer to visit the theatre,
and Development Officer John
Edwards kindly brought in his
charming daughter Sofia to
appear alongside Charlie and
Lola... and Shelly and I were
roped in to act as ‘puppeteers’!
RIGHT: A sample press release
from 24:7 Theatre Festival 2014.

The eleven writers behind our ten main productions this year have seen their work brought to life by the
production teams they assembled and play to packed out audiences.
Festival producer David Slack, who co-founded the festival in 2004, says: “We are so enjoying being ten
years old as a Festival! This is what we do best, giving a launchpad to the talented people who make the
new productions happen. And we love it! It’s great to see audiences responding to the shows, talking about
them in the bar afterwards and mingling with the performers, directors and writers. I would encourage
everyone in the region to come along and join us. You can’t avoid the happiness!”
With two days still to go, featuring the final performances of this year’s productions, a Theatre Writing Taster event and The 24:7 Quiz Night, there’s still time to stop by and catch a great show… or ten.
Thanks to our venue sponsor, NOMA, all the Festival stages, hub bar and box office are situated in New
Century House, Corporation Street, Manchester M60 4ES and are wheelchair friendly.
For more information, and to book tickets, visit www.247theatrefestival.co.uk
For stories, interviews and photographs, please contact
Annika Edge, Festival Manager:
annika@247theatrefestival.co.uk
Mobile: 07966 985018.

Sample Articles
ONE OF SEVERAL ARTICLES
WRITTEN FOR QUEENONLINE

November, 1992. It had been less than a
year since Freddie Mercury’s premature
death, at the age of 45. The anniversary
was fast approaching, and the moment
would be marked with a controversial
compilation of brand new remixes from
his brief solo back catalogue.
In retrospect, it’s easy to see that
whilst it had to be marked in some
respect, the anniversary could easily
have ridden a tidal wave of Mercuryinduced fatigue in the general public.
Queen had started the year atop the
singles charts with the reissue of
Bohemian Rhapsody, whilst Greatest
Hits II rode the crest of the nation’s
grief for their fallen idol, also returning
to the top spot over the festive season.
A few months later, Live At Wembley
‘86 almost topped the album charts.
Before that came a concert in Freddie’s
name at the same venue, featuring
a host of big name stars performing
Queen classics to a worldwide audience
of 1billion. That Summer had also
seen a reissue of Barcelona - Mercury’s
duet with Spanish soprano Montseratt
Cabelle - reach #2 in the UK Top 40.
Queen were bigger than ever: Freddie,
perhaps even more so.

To this particular young fan, just about
to celebrate his eighth birthday, and for
whom the events of November 24th
1991 had been a shocking introduction
to the concept of grief, the release of
The Freddie Mercury Album was the
best possible thing he could spend
some of his birthday money on. That
his parents managed to persuade a local
record store to give them a promotional
poster and cardboard cut-out instead of
chucking them in the trash made this
album feel all the more special.
Here were a selection of songs he had
never heard, sung by that incredible
man who had him transfixed since
I Want It All had premiered on The
Chart Show. The names were familiar
from discographies - a word he could
barely pronounce, yet was already
fascinated by.
Titles like Your Kind Of Lover and
Foolin’ Around meant very little to
him. He was, after all, eight years
old. But Mr Bad Guy… now that was
something to fuel the imagination of a
primary school boy who would try and
copy the Queen logo onto his pencil
case and had claimed every Queen
record he could find in charity shops

and on second hand market stalls,
in-between getting new records and
videos for birthday and Christmas
presents even before this wonderful
man had been cut down in his prime.
The Mr Bad Guy project had been a
mixed bag for Freddie, it seems. At
times, his boundless energy poured
heart and soul into the project, creating
some of his best work.
At others, as Rhys Thomas excellent
new documentary The Great Pretender
reveals, he was already too busy
thinking about his next project to really
give it his all. By the time the album
came out, his disinterest, and lack
of any real promotion, made it sink
without much of a trace.
Here then, was a chance for the general
public to discover songs which had
failed to light up the charts in 1985,
with a few added bonuses for good
measure. Original masters of The
Great Pretender and Love Kills sat side
by side with new remixes from Nile
Rodgers, Ron Nevison, Steve Brown,
Julian Raymond and Jeff Lord-Alge.
Barcelona was in the mix too, as was,
rather oddly, Exercises In Free Love.

Hindsight - and the advent of forums
-has made it clear that the new versions
of old tracks were not met with the
approval of some die-hard Queen fans
-who bombarded the band’s manager,
Jim Beach, with hate-mail. Yet, as
Freddie is quoted as telling Beach: he
could do anything he wanted to his
music, as long as he didn’t make him
boring - and the album could never be
accused of that.

Already a brilliant recording, made for
the 1986 Time project, Ron Nevison’s
remix of In My Defence is a bombastic
treat - far closer in style to a Queen
recording than the original, and all the
better for it. Similarly, tucked away on
its b-side was a stonking great rocked
up remix of Love Kills by Richard Wolf,
which can’t quite hold a candle to the
original but takes the song into new
territory with vastly enjoyable results.

What is clear is that the production
techniques on Mr Bad Guy are an
acquired taste. The synth-heavy, Donna
Summer-esque arrangements are sparse
and hollow - and coming to them after
the 1992 versions, they have always felt
a little undercooked. Queen themselves
reworked two further Mr Bad Guy
tracks from the ground up, making
them much loved parts of their canon,
yet when similar efforts were made for
this release, the results were mostly
unloved.

There were more remixes beyond
this, and the ones contained within
the album. Many years later, the US
version of the album, dubbed The
Great Pretender, would be reissued
in the UK, and bring with it powerful
reworkings of The Great Pretender and
My Love Is Dangerous which offered
fine takes on the gems within Mercury’s
back catalogue. The following year, yet
another remix would find itself sitting
atop the UK singles charts, as No
More Brother’s take on Living On My
Own put the original version’s paltry
showing at #50 back in 1985 to shame.

Sure, there’s an argument that the new
versions of songs like Foolin’ Around,
with its pad drums and 90s keyboard
sound, have dated even more than the
originals, which seem to dive in and
out of fashion every few years when
current pop-stars decide to pay homage
to the early 80s.
And nothing quite screams of 1992 like
the 2 Unlimited style Europop of Jeff
Lord Alge’s remix of Let’s Turn It On!
Yet some tracks, given a less sparkly
reworking, positively bristle with
energy and vibe which the originals can
never quite muster.

As the years go by, and Mercury’s
musical endeavours outside of Queen
are given fresh light via a new record
label and even a full orchestral
reworking of his superlative Barcelona
project, it’s easy to forget the impact
The Freddie Mercury Album had on
the British public, and on those who
were too young to remember the songs
the first time around. To this young fan,
the songs contained on these two sides
of vinyl were committed to memory,
and sung at the top of his voice.

And unsurprisingly, Mr Bad Guy
became an instant favourite. Stripped
of its faux orchestra, but supplemented
with fat percussion and riff-tastic
guitar work, the track was everything
I anticipated and then some. Yet its
lyrics confused and fascinated me. Did
Freddie really see himself as a villain?
Was he really a villain?
That was certainly how some wanted
to see him, but a voice that beautiful,
unlike anything I had heard before (or
ever since), couldn’t possibly belong to
someone bad. As I matured, and learnt
more and more about the man who
shaped my musical landscape, I learnt
Freddie Mercury was many things, but
a bad guy he certainly was not.
Nor was The Freddie Mercury Album
the crime against his music which
many fans seemed to think, and
perhaps continue to believe. There have
been better retrospectives of his back
catalogue in the last fifteen years or so,
and no doubt there will be many more
to come.
Yet in 1992, this record was exactly
what Joe Public needed to fall in
love with his solo work at long last.
Whilst it may no longer be a regular
spinner on most people’s turntables, cd
players or, more accurately these days,
iPods - it remains a near perfect time
capsule of that strange period when we
couldn’t quite believe he was gone, and
welcomed an excuse to pretend dear ol’
Fred was still around. Long may he be.

SIGHTSEERS

THE SUCCESS STORY
Five years in the making, Alice Lowe and Steve Oram’s
grisly black comedy Sightseers has wowed the critics, won
awards aplenty and is set to launch them and director Ben
Wheatley towards international acclaim. Paul Holmes talks
to the cast and crew about their incredible journey.
WORDS: PAUL HOMES IMAGES: ROOK FILMS / BIG TALK

“This is all really, really mad. I guess
we’re just trying to enjoy every bit of it.”

- Alice Lowe

Several years ago, a couple of
seasoned comedians pitched
up in the swanky offices of just
about every television production
company and broadcaster in the
land, armed with a short film
they’d made with an old friend.
It told the tale of two nerdy
caravanners, enjoying the English
countryside, whilst simultaneously
murdering innocent hitchhikers.
For whatever reason, as strange
as it may seen, it just wasn’t what
the executives were looking for.
Cut to 2013, and the motion
picture that pilot spun off into has
since faced standing ovations at
Cannes, graced the cover of Sight
And Sound, and trumped Skyfall
and Les Miserables to the title
of Best British Film at this year’s
prestigious Empire Film Awards.

In a few short weeks, Sightseers
is released on dvd and blu-ray in
the UK, while American film critics
and savvy audiences are frothing
at the mouth in anticipation of the
film’s release across the pond.
For stars Steve Oram and Alice
Lowe, who play the venomous
Chris and put-upon Tina, it has
been one hell of a ride.
“This is all really, really mad,”
Alice tells us, reflecting on their
journey. “I guess we’re just trying
to enjoy every bit of it. Though,
you do sort of wonder how many
more good dresses you can find
to attend all these screenings and
awards ceremonies. Maybe we
should just turn up at the next
one looking like Chris & Tina and
go: ‘Hi everyone. I’m not actually
a film star. I don’t have the
wardrobe for this.’”

Such an idea appeals to Steve
Oram, who deadpans the
suggestion that the pair would
potentially look quite glamorous
in their character’s thick cagoules.
“We’d look so beautiful…”, he
notes, “…like Tom Cruise and
Nicole Kidman.”
The duo first came up with the
characters for a live show six
years ago, and soon developed
the concept into a television
pilot, directed by their frequent
collaborator Paul King. Best
known for his whimsical flights
of visual fancy with The Mighty
Boosh and Bunny And The Bull,
King’s take on the material
caught the attention of Hot Fuzz
director Edgar Wright, who set up
meetings with Big Talk and Film 4:
both of whom agreed to finance
the picture.

Enter Ben Wheatley: the up &
coming filmmaker who had taken
years of experience in television
comedy (the likes of The Wrong
Door and Ideal were helmed
by Ben), and side-stepped into
cinema. His first two films, Down
Terrace and Kill List, received
almost unanimous praise, and
as Paul King quickly proved
unavailable, it was clear Ben’s
dark and dangerous vision would
blend perfectly with Oram & Lowe.
“I’d seen the pilot,” Wheatley
explains, “and said yes to
adapting it almost immediately.
Though, I was wary about
following two dramas with this,
even though I came from a
comedy background. Given the
state of the industry, It’s quite a
bold thing to make a comedy film
in the UK at the moment.”

“You’re stating something,” Steve
Oram agrees, “Like: I’m the
funniest man out of all of you
lot.” Ben quickly retorts with a
hearty laugh: “I didn’t say that.
But you’re making something and
showing it to all your comedy
mates going: ‘This is funny, isn’t
it? At least when you’re making
a horror film, you can show it to
your comedy mates and they just
see a horror movie.”
Wheatley’s rational thinking
and critical kudos lent gravitas
to the project, which the writers
empathised with. “It’s not about
knob gags and pissing around,”
states Oram. “This is comedy with
something serious behind it, and
I think that’s true for all the good
stuff.” However, it took Wheatley
and his writing partner/wife Amy
Jump to let the writers loose.

“Our take before Ben and Amy
came on board was less surreal,”
Lowe reveals, “which is odd
considering our usual work. I
think because they had made films
already, they had confidence to
put in things that were sillier. That
fresh perspective really helped us
to trust our first ideas.”
Lowe and Oram’s partnership
has been forged over more than
a decade of working together.
Both actors were part of seminal
Ealing Live comedy troupe which
acted like a who’s who of ten
years of British comedy. They
each appeared in episodes of
The Mighty Boosh, toured with
Steve Coogan, and regularly
appear together on stage as
well as in each other’s filmed
projects, including Lowe’s BBC3
mockumentary Lifespam in 2009.

STEVE ORAM [LEFT] & ALICE LOWE [RIGHT] PLAY CARAVANNERS CHRIS & TINA, WHOSE IDYLIC HOLIDAY TAKES A BLOODTHIRSTY TURN

Surprisingly, Sightseers is the first
time they’ve ever made something
they’ve written anything together.
“Writing with Alice is like writing
with your wife,” Steve confesses.
Indeed, many people assume
they are a real-life couple. “We
joke about that,” Alice says. “The
reason people think we’re a
couple is we ignore each other.”
“The whole thing. It is a battle.”
Steve reveals out of earshot of
Lowe, grinning the whole time. “In
a really amazingly creative way,
yes, but we just sort of spark off
each other. It has been intense.”
Alice continues: “You find out
so much more about people on
holiday with them. I remember
we were at our most tired, we did
this improvisational argument that
went on ages, all in one take. Iit
was hilarious. The best stuff came
when we let go of the acting, and
became Chris and Tina.”

Steve concurs. “We argued a lot,”
he adds, “writing and improvising.
We went to tourist sights and
asked the staff questions, never
breaking character.”
“Did you murder them?”, chips
in Ben. Steve smirks, and adds
wryly: “I’m not willing to disclose
that information, but the bird
sanctuary is still a peregrine falcon
missing.”

“The hailstorm at the top of the
mountain was hideous. We were
shooting outside, with no shelter
whatsoever, but it really adds to
the ambience and anxiety of the
film. Plus, we shot as much as we
could chronologically, so by that
point we were all completely and
utterly exhausted!”
Everyone, that is, except one man.
Enter Richard Glover.

“Writing with Alice is like writing with your wife.
It is a battle in a really amazing creative way”
- STEVE ORAM

Almost all the destinations from
their research trip ended up in the
movie, and act as a celebration
of how quaint the English
countryside, can be. Whilst some
may scoff at Keswick Pencil
Museum or Blue John Cavern, the
film takes them seriously, never
mocking sites which the stars have
great affinity for, regailing all who
will listen will evocative memories
of their childhoods.

The film contains a number of big
name guest stars, from Sherlock
star Jonathan Aris to Game
Of Thrones actor (and comedy
regular) Tony Way. Yet it is the cult
comedian - cast independently by
Wheatley despite his history with
Lowe & Oram, and his previous
appearance in the Sightseers pilot
- who left the biggest impact on
the shoot as hapless inventor and
rambler Martin.

That’s not to say every location
was a joy to film in. The
penultimate sequences were set in
what the script called ‘A Desolate
Place’. Hoister Slate Mine fulfilled
that specification adequately,
particularly when combined what
producer Claire Jones cites as:
“really shitty weather.”

“I arrived on set,” Glover explains,
“and it was absolutely lashing it
down. Everyone was wrapped up
tight in winter gear. They were all
cold and bedraggled, and feeling
the straing, but I was so excited
that I felt like the sub coming
on at half time, trying to pep
everyone up with fresh legs.”

LEFT: ALICE AND STEVE FACE BEN WHEATLEY’S DIRECTION OUT ON LOCATION RIGHT: RICHARD GLOVER AS HAPLESS MARTIN

“We’d done it all before with
Richard,” reveals Steve, dryly.
“There are no limits with him. You
can punch him in the face, rape
him, and he’ll still come back
for more. He’s a lovely, gentle
man and his performance is pitch
perfect.”
Indeed, Glover’s history with Lowe
and Oram traces back many
years. They have been working
together since they all joined
the Ealing Live comedy troop
over a decade ago: a collective
which also gave early platforms
to the likes of Simon Farnaby,
Katy Brand, Tony Law and Justin
Edwards, to name but a few.
“I think there’s this big bunch
of us,” Oram explains when the
collaborative reoccurences are put
to him, “who are all of a certain
age, and want to keep working
with each other.”

LOST DOG

HAVE YOU SEEN BANJO?

My name is 'Banjo' and I got lost during a recent caravanning trip in the
Keswick area. I am a friendly white terrier with one brown ear and a
patch over my left eye. My mummy misses me greatly! I was last seen
with a ginger-faced man and an angry looking woman.

PLEASE HELP! REWARD OFFERED!

“So much of this film was made
possible because of this genuine
history between us,” adds Alice. “It
almost creates real memories for
the characters.”
“This big gang of us,” Glover
suggests, smiling, “are all in it
together really. They’re like family
now. It’s lovely to see Alice and
Steve doing so well.”

Fortunately for the team, the end
result was indeed a smash hit,
winning countless awards and
appearing on many critics end of
year lists. Wheatley, Jones and
Glover moved on to forthcoming
period piece A Field In England,
alongside Reece Shearsmith and
Julian Barratt, whilst Lowe &
Oram are working on further film
projects to be developed this year.

“We knew we had a good shoot, but sometimes that
can mean the end result is shit. You have to earn
success all the time.”
- BEN WHEATLEY

“Fingers crossed”, he adds in that
whimsical manner that comes
naturally to him, “in a year’s time
we’ll all be doing so well that
I’ll be dating Scarlet Johanssen.
We’ll be getting helicopters to
each other’s yatchs, even though
they’re moored next to each other.
Pure excess. Splendid.”
Back to the shoot, and the weather
was no match for the jovial
atmosphere that Glover helped
bring back in spades. The team
prevailed, but what next?
“We knew we’d had a good
shoot,” suggests Ben Wheatley,
ever the practical mind. “But
sometimes that can mean the end
result is shit. You have to earn
success all of the time.”

“I’m somewhat evangelical about
this,” opines Alice Lowe. “I may
be completely wrong, but it feels
like this is the sort of thing people
actually want to see. We kept
being told it was too dark and
weird, but were never shown any
actual proof of that. All of this has
happened because we believed in
it, and managed to pull this off.”
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Acceptance, Not
Tolerance

Sylvia remembers a recent experience at a meeting with
her assistant Stacey Elder. “I could tell she was being
looked at the whole time,” she reveals. “Simply because
of the way she was dressed. The saddest part of it is that
I don’t think she even noticed. It’s just part of how we
live, I guess. A lot of people accept it, which is frustrating.
No-one should put up with that.”

the legacy of

It seems that for many, it is easier to move on than press
for criminal proceedings. Sarah Taylor, 28 of Hull, has
been a goth since her teenage years, and she and her
husband, Matt, have both faced victimisation. She feels
that in the past, they failed to report physical and verbal
abuse as a coping mechanism.

Sophie
Lancaster
On a warm summer’s night in a rural village in
Lancashire, a young couple were savagely beaten
simply because of the way they looked. When
Robert Matlby, then 21, was attacked in Bacup’s
Stubbylee Park, his girlfriend, 20 year-old Sophie
Lancaster, tried in vain to proect him.
Whilst Rob would recover, albeit with long-term side
effects, Sophie died in hospital on August 24th2007:
thirteen days after the attack which had sent shockwaves
throughout the media. International news reports and a
tidal wave of grief followed, which brought to the fore a
previously ignored form of hate crime.
What emerged in the aftermath was that the couple, long
part of the local goth scene, had been targeted because
of their outward appearance alone. Maltby’s brightly
dyed hair, Lancaster’s dreadlocks and their combined
piercings had attracted attention from a gang of youths
who later boasted to witnesses: “There’s two moshers
nearly dead up Bacup park. You wanna see them. They’re
a right mess.”
Five years on, the effect of Sophie’s death is still being felt
throughout the alternative community and, crucially, in
government – with a revised action plan for hate crime
legislation produced in March 2012 citing the work of
The Sophie Lancaster Foundation as a major contributor
to the new strategy.
Set up as a registered charity in 2009 by Lancaster’s
mother, Sylvia, the foundation’s cottage-industry
approach to charitable campaigning – it operates with just
three full time staff members: Lancaster, Kate ConboyGreenwood and Sophie’s childhood friend Stacey Elder –
aims to challenge attitudes which led to Sophie’s murder.

Working from an office in the picturesque village of
Haslingden, Lancashire, today Sylvia is as determined as
ever. “Time make me more determined,” she explains.
“For the first couple of years you cry at anything and
everything.”
“That recedes slightly, because you realise you’re not
going to see them again. I think you’d be incapable of
doing anything otherwise. I get more bolshy and stroppy,
but that’s how I’ve got to be to do what I’ve got to do.”
Nationwide, reports of attacks on goths before and since
the attack on Rob and Sophie have been sporadic at best.
In 2008, an attack on student Paul Gibbs and friends in
Leeds lost him an ear. More recently, in November 2011,
a couple were attacked boarding a tram in Bury last year.
Sylvia believes that one of the main issues the Foundation
has faced is convincing people that attacks such as these
are far from isolated incidents.
“The majority of people never come across it,” she
explains. “People don’t have dealings with anyone from
alternative sub-cultures, so can’t understand it. Part of
the work we do is to get that message out there and say
to people that attacks are more commonplace than it
seems.”
According to Greater Manchester Police’s website, a hate
crime is classed as any criminal offence driven by hostility
or prejudice based on someone’s disability, transgender,
race, sexual orientation, religion or belief. At present, this
does not stretch to those from alternative sub-cultures,
which goes some way to explaining The Foundation’s
claims that seventy percent of those contacting them
have experienced hatred directed towards them, yet on
the whole, it goes unreported or worse still, unnoticed.

“You just want to put it behind you as quickly as
possible,” she explains. “It’s hard to do that when you
have to confront it by reporting it and dealing with any
follow-up, especially when there’s a possibility you won’t
be seen as the purely innocent party.”
Whereas most hate crime victims can blame predetermined specifics for their differences – be they race,
gender or sexuality, those from alternative sub-cultures
are seen as choosing their own fate. Fellow alternative,
Kelly Wainwright, 27 of Bury, believes this is a crucial
point. “People are blamed for bringing it on themselves
by the way they dress and the music they enjoy,”
she states. “They feel humiliated and disregarded by
members of the mainstream culture due to preconceived
negative perceptions.”
Changes to the law, as suggested by the Home Office in
March, may put an end to the belief that nothing can be
done. Sylvia Lancaster was, she says, ‘blown away’ by
the decision, which hinged on proceedings in the trial of
Sophie’s killers.
“Judge Antony Russell, who presided over Sophie’s case
was mentioned,” she divulges, “because he said that what
happened to her was a hate crime, which set a precedent
in law. Going forward, judges will be able to prosecute
in similar situations under the hate crime legislation. We
can’t ask for any more than that, but we still need people
to report attacks, because it gives us figures to work
with.”
The Foundation’s action plan doesn’t end with legislation.
Their primary focus now is on schools, colleges and
workforces, promoting acceptance, not tolerance. “It’s
funny,” Sylvia suggests, when the notion of tolerance is
raised. “People use that phrase all of the time. It’s not
about tolerating those who are different, in any walk
of life. It’s about saying: We will celebrate you and
your difference. We’re quite pro-active in saying that
it’s so much more than toleration. There needs to be
acceptance on both sides.”

This approach neatly addresses anyone who believes that
revenge is a viable option. Sylvia is keen to point out that
her daughter is no martyr. “You’re only a martyr,” she
points out, “if you chose that end for yourself.”
This stance has been embraced by the alternative
community. The Foundation’s message has the backing
of big names: from make-up company Illamasqua, who
sell eyeliner named after Sophie; to heavy metal festival
Bloodstock – who created The Sophie Lancaster Stage
for their events in 2009.
And that’s not all. A string of concert events took place
in the immediate aftermath of her death, including a
headline set from cult goth-punk outfit The Damned,
whilst regular events at the Whitby Gothic Weekend
– a favourite destination for Lancaster – culminated in
a bench being dedicated to her memory on the town’s
West Cliff, becoming a regular alternative pilgramage.
A t-shirt designed by Maltby was sold with support
from hit band Enter Shikari and stars of Shameless and
Coronation Street. Alternative culture magazine Bizarre
even introduced a regular column entitled ‘Proud To Be
Different’ in honour of Sophie, focusing on its readers
and their positive attitudes towards being unique.
“We certainly wouldn’t be where we are now if it hadn’t
been for that support initially,” Sylvia explains, cautiously.
“We may have been preaching to the converted along the
way, but the reality is that the converted are usually those
who have put up with the intolerance and prejudice.
They support us because they know that what we are
saying is right. What’s happening now is that we’re
moving more towards the mainstream, because that’s
where we need to be.”
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Sticky Wickets
The Duckworth Lewis Method
PAUL HOLMES
Released 1st July 2013 via Divine Comedy Records.

This move has gained a notable figurehead in the form
of poet Simon Armitage, whose Radio 4 play about
Sophie’s death entitled ‘Black Roses: The Killing Of
Sophie Lancaster’ has earned high praise since it was
first broadcast in 2011, including a win at the BBC Audio
& Music Awards. Elsewhere, the Foundation’s focus is
now primarily in the form of interactive workshops and
training courses.
Resources available include a short animated film –
commissioned by Illimasqua and Propaganda to tell
Sophie’s story, and featuring the haunting music of
Portishead – and a game designed by international
training firm Huthwaite International, in which thirty
playing cards represent common ethnic, religious and
social groups and subcultures, and players are set a series
of tasks designed to challenge preconceptions.
The Foundation claims this encourages development in
problem solving and team working skills, and are keen for
the game to be used for more than just schoolchildren.
“It’s quite a simple idea,” Sylvia explains, “but done in
a clever way. We’ve had teachers and outside trainers
looking at it and it’s really flexible. It can be used in
lots of different ways, which wasn’t what we originally
envisaged. It’s become more interactive than we ever
thought, and the high-end design really sparks an interest.
When it’s used by the right trainer its gets a fantastic
response.”
If all of this feels pro-active, then Sylvia believes the
Foundation is on the right path. “We’ve been quite
reactive so far, because we’ve been so busy,” she
explains. “Now it’s time for us to actually get out there
and sell ourselves. We have the media profile, and it’s
about time we took something back.”

“Though with only three staff members,” she adds, “we
can only do what we can do, and I think people tend to
forget that!”
Sylvia’s latest team member, Stacey Elder, is far from
phased by the workload. A childhood friend of Sophie’s,
she is adamant that this is the best thing she can be doing.
“It’s amazing,” she enthuses. “Honestly, it’s not a job – it’s
a pleasure.”
The pair are understandably still very much in touch
with their memories of Sophie – a keen film buff, former
record store worker and gap year student aiming to
undertake an English degree when her life was taken.
They are keen to keep her personality alive whilst her
name becomes an increasingly large brand. They admit
to being conscious of not revealing too much about her,
keeping the use of her image to a minimum. Speaking to
them, it is all too clear that their love for the friend and
daughter they lost is as strong as ever, and they cannot
help but muse on what might have been.
“There used to be a young lad on Coronation Street
called Spider,” Sylvia remembers. “She used to be mad
on him, and we used to laugh saying she’d bring someone
home like him. I always thought she’d be an animal rights
activist. I think she would have done something like this,
and if there’s one positive to draw on, it’s that people
do look to her now. It’s great that they see her story as
something to remember and stop happening again.” She
pauses for a moment, and smiles: “And what a wonderful
legacy that is.”
For personal reasons, Robert Maltby declined to comment, but
continues to support The Sophie Lancaster Foundation and gave
this article his blessing.

There’s something gloriously archaic about The
Duckworth Lewis Method. It’s not that they’re writing
songs about cricket, which remains the bastion of
traditional Englishness in spite of the increasingly
‘rock-n-roll’ nature of its superstars now England is
finally winning stuff again.
No, it’s that they sound like a timewarp to the 1970s,
fusing modern production techniques with a sound
closer in style to 10cc or ELO than your average
rock band of the digital age. Theirs is a musical style
which is crying out to be savoured with the gentle
crackle and hum of a well loved vinyl album, and
with their new long player, chances are you’d have
bashed the corners of the sleeve from taking it off
the shelf a bit too often.
As with their first, self titled record, the cricket
theme feels more like a hook upon which to look
at the world as it is today, with lead single It’s Just
Not Cricket typifying that by referencing bankers
bonuses and the fall of Lance Armstrong.
Similarly, whimsical ballad The Umpire uses the
forlorn nature of a down-and-out cricket official to
summarise how we all feel with our nine-to-fives on
occasion, and the results - along with the cheeky
10cc reference at its climax - are a standout. Yes,
the boys love the beautiful game, and for fans of
cricket, there are references galore, but these never
stand in the way of making good, inventive music
which stands on its own two feet.
Across the album, the two contrasting styles of
Duckworth and Lewis - as Neil Hannon and Thomas
Walsh affectionately dub themselves here - fuse
together with charming effect. Divine Comedy head
honcho Hannon’s baroque balladeering and jaunty
rag-time is blended with the symphonic art rock that
Walsh brings to his other project, Pugwash.

Each musician takes it in turns to sing across the
album, and when their voices meet, the results are
as smooth and summery as a honey sandwich and
a glass of orange juice atop rolling hills. There’s
something enveloping in the combination, and
perhaps nothing this summer will urge you to turn
up the volume, stop what you’re doing and just drift
away in the same manner as Sticky Wickets.
Factor in guest appearances from the likes of Matt
Berry, Stephen Fry and Danielle Radcliffe, and
some excursions into Art Of Noise-esque pastiche
and sprinklings of electro and funk, sitting side by
side with jaunty pub singalongs, surf guitar solos
and everything you loved about their first record,
and The Duckworth Lewis Method have scored a
Sixer. Marvelous.

This review was later quoted, in full, by
The Duckworth Lewis Method on their
ofﬁcial website.
www.dlmethod.co.uk/press/music-news.com-sticky-wickets-review

ALBUM REVIEW

The Pale Emperor
Marilyn Manson

COMPETITION:
Win tickets to see
Stephen Merchant and
Steffan Rhodri in The
Mentalists!

PAUL HOLMES
Released 19th January 2015 via Cooking Vinyl.

At their peak, the band known as Marilyn Manson
managed to whip the Western World into a frenzy.
Their deny-nothing policy, complex concept-album
mythology and live shows that set out to shock as much
as they entertained all fused together to create utter
pandemonium. There were many who believed Marilyn
Manson were a real threat to American youth, and the
band topped the charts as a result.
Such heady heights couldn’t last: Marilyn Manson
effectively disbanded in 2004. The titular frontman went
solo: a revolving door of musicians and collaborators
helping to reinvent the name, Alice Cooper style.
Except, like Alice, Manson’s well documented alcoholism
and seemingly ad-hoc approach to recording led to a
string of further ‘Marilyn Manson’ albums which divided
audiences, polarised critics, and in the case of the last
one, Born Villain, could be downright impenetrable. Over
a decade since his last true hit record, and it’d be easy to
see Manson as a lost soul, desperate to cling on to past
glories.
Not so. “The past is over”, he sings on new track The
Mephistopheles of Los Angeles, “Now the passive seems
so pathetic.” Realising his raw power is a strength, rather
than a weakness, in The Pale Emperor he’s created an
album almost entirely devoid of production sparkles, and
the result is quite unlike anything he’s done before.
Whilst Born Villain had wrapped warped vocals around
prolonged, murky dirge metal, and The High End Of
Low stuck a little too close to the classics for comfort,
The Pale Emperor manages to stride the gap between
them. There’s a blues swagger to much of the album,
and the clinical production lets the music simply be, while
Manson’s raw, raucous and often strained vocals lie on
top: the sound of a torn and broken man fighting back.
There are hark backs to the Manson of old, still – a
familiar drum pattern here, a guitar lick there… even the
warbling gutter noises that he’s been using on and off
for two decades are still knocking around. His childish
sense of humour still comes to the fore in playground
chantalong choruses that only Manson could write.

This summer sees Stephen Merchant join
Steffan Rhodri in new West End play The
Mentalists, and TVO readers have the
chance to win a pair of top price tickets to
see the production.

But every time a track like Third Day of a Seven Day
Binge hark back to songs like Leave A Scar, or Cupid
Carries A Gun manages to sound like just about every
classic-era Manson track you can think of, there’s a new
direction to go in. The song twists and turns, the album
shifts mood, and the result is the most unique sounding
Manson record yet.
It’s possible that Manson’s new mantra is repeatedly
made explicit on Warship My Wreck: “You cannot say
I’m breaking the rules/If I glue them back together.” That
feels like The Pale Emperor in a nutshell: harking back to
the old, doffing its top hat to the new, and ploughing its
own, rougher path down the middle, hopping back and
forth as it pleases. Even if the end result is unlikely to
win over any new converts, it’d be hard to deny Manson
points for effort on that front.
If there’s one major negative, it’s that the Manson of
old wrapped intricate tales and obscure quotes around
poptastic beats, and that side of him feels increasingly
consigned to musical history as he takes a more
autobiographical and somewhat simpler path. But to try
and enforce a style on an artist is preposterous: Manson
has moved on, and this time, he’s inviting us to go with
him.
Time will tell if it’s too little too late for Manson, and
there’s a slightly disturbing undercurrent across the
record of a man on borrowed time and an apparent death
wish. In the end, however, The Pale Emperor may just
signify a new age for The God of F**k himself.

The Mentalists is a comic two-hander from Richard Bean, the writer of smash hit comedy One Man, Two
Guvnors, and sees Merchant (Life’s Too Short, The Office) make his West End debut alongside Rhodri, who you
will no doubt recognise from his appearances in Submarine, Gavin & Stacey and A Touch of Cloth.
Holed up in a faceless Finsbury Park hotel room, long-standing friends Ted (Merchant), and Morrie (Rhodri)
are forced to confront the darker side of their unique relationship. Things unravel as the pressure mounts in this
hilarious and touching tale of friendship and utopian visions gone awry.
Directed by rising star Abbey Wright, the production runs for a strictly limited season at the Wyndham’s Theatre
from Friday 3 July to Saturday 26 September.

We’re offering readers of the Velvet Onion the chance to win a pair of top price tickets to see
the production. To enter, all you have to do is answer this simple question.

What was the name of the classic comedy series packed with TVO regulars in
which Stephen Merchant made a cameo appearance as an irate chef?
Send your answers to competitions@thevelvetonion.com by 11:59pm on Sunday 26th April.
One winner will be picked at random, and contacted by our good friends at AKA to arrange tickets for a
performance of their choosing on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays or Thursdays during the first ten weeks of
the run, give or take a few exception dates. For more details, see the T&C below. Good luck!
If you don’t win, or just want to see the show, you can buy tickets over yonder. You can see a video featuring the
stars of the show, and an early 90s pop classic, below.

The above is an example ‘post’ from The Velvet Onion.
Since its inception in January 2010, I have personally written over 1200
posts amongst almost 4000 in total from the whole team, as of June 2015.

Television listings describe House
of Fools as a sitcom. Which,
by definition it is, but there’s
far more to the multi-camera,
studio-audience enhanced end
product. In today’s climate,
even mainstream fair like Mrs
Brown’s Boys breaks down the
fourth wall, slyly winking to the
viewers at home as well as those
in the studio just how absurd the
traditional sitcom format is.

B
VIC & OBTO
HEIR
RETURN T

So when the mainstream is doing
exactly what the alternative was
doing twenty years ago, it falls to
the alternative to do something,
well… ‘Alternative’ once more.
Thankfully, Vic Reeves (real name
Jim Moir) and Bob Mortimer
have grafted for over 25 years
doing exactly that, and their
long-awaited move into sitcom
territory is as utterly unique as it
is delightful. It was only natural,
then, after a superb first series
they’d be granted a second run.

That said, today’s House of Fools
recording, isn’t going too well.
The sheer complexity of the show
requires for a number of shots to
be pre-filmed before the audience
arrive: and the more of them there
are, the more it cuts into camerarehearsal.

“We ran out of time,” he
continues. Jim chips in. “We
had so many things on the prerecord, and there’s lots of camera
moves.”
“It is weird, when you haven’t
done it in front of the cameras,
isn’t it, Jim?” asks Bob.

“You’re asking if we got a house, would we get a joint mortgage? Great question. Yeah, we probably would. We’d probably
get interest only as well.”
- BOB MORTIMER

Next week sees the launch of Series Two of House of Fools –
the brilliantly surreal sitcom from the minds of Vic Reeves and
Bob Mortimer.
To celebrate its return, TVO caught up with the legendary duo
at the centre of it all.
WORDS: PAUL HOLMES IMAGES: Pett TV / Christopher Baines

Of course, the tropes of sitcom
are there, but the duo have always
taken the traditional and run with
it in their own inimitable style:
their natural chemistry and love
of the hyper-surreal carving out a
legacy of incredible programming.
Big Night Out, The Smell Of
Reeves & Mortimer, Bang Bang
It’s Reeves & Mortimer, Shooting
Stars, Catterick… even their
underrated turn at drama in short
lived fantasy series Randall &
Hopkirk {deceased} has a charm
that remains quite unlike anything
else seen on British television in
the last few decades.
Truly, they stand apart from their
peers, even as they rub shoulders
with them, and inject everything
they do with a high standard of
professionalism beneath the onscreen madness.

Filming in Salford, but rehearsing
in London, the camera-rehearsal
is crucial to locking down the
show as it will eventually appear
on screen, and the lack of one
causes filming to overrun – the
entire end sequence left unfilmed
as the cast and crew take a break
before the day’s second recording
block has to get the job done.
“Were you down there watching?”
asks Bob Mortimer nervously,
as he and Jim Moir, the man
behind the public persona of Vic
Reeves, settle down to talk and
grab a well-deserved bite to eat
in a somewhat condensed lunch
hour, less than five minutes after
shooting was forced to wrap up.
TVO assures him we were, and
in spite of the problems, what we
saw was still working well.

“Yeah,” Jim replies. “We’ll see
how the second run goes.”
Bob continues: “The thing is we’ve
got so many props and prerecords,” he states, “you’ve got
to be ahead of it. You can’t come
in on the day and say: ‘Can we
have this prop?’ There’s no time
to do anything new. Rehearsals
change what, Jim? Twenty or thirty
percent?”
“We do change little bits here and
there,” Jim adds. “But it’s all there
in the script. If you can’t do your
lines, someone jumps in front of
you and you’re in trouble.”
With the option to stay and watch
the second studio record later
that day, TVO sticks around, and
the transformation is incredible.

What was a hilarious, if somewhat
jumbled first run has been
replaced by a smooth, well-oiled
production, which, although
overrunning due to only one
chance to film the complex end
sequence, ably demonstrates the
skill with which the pair, and all
of those around them, craft these
episodes. They may have had a
tough afternoon, but it’s a fun
evening ahead of them.
Not that Jim and Bob are aware
of this as we talk, and fearing
we have perhaps dwelled on
the negatives for too long, TVO
decides to lighten the mood. First
off, who amongst the cast is most
likely to fluff their lines, we ponder.
“Fucking me,” Bob blurts out,
laughing. “Shit,” he adds, “You
can take that and run with it!”
With the vibe improving, we
suggest a quick game of Snog,
Marry, Avoid, reworked in keeping
with the House of Fools theme
by asking which of the show’s
characters the pair would chose if
it was Rent Mortgage, Evict. We’re
sure you’ll all be playing this by
Easter, especially as the thought
gets the approval of R&M.
“I wouldn’t wanna live with Beef,”
considers Bob. “I’d throw Beef out.
Dirty man.”
“Vic Reeves is mentally inefficient,”
states the man himself, firmly
removed from his stage persona.
“I think you’d probably want Bob
to rent with.” So, no mortgage for
the duo?

“You’re asking if we got a house,”
Bob clarifies, his eyes lighting up,
“would we get a joint mortgage?”
He bursts out laughing as Jim
props his chin up and grins that
mischievous grin that only ‘Vic
Reeves’ can. “Great question,” he
adds, and pauses for a moment.
“Yeah, we probably would. We’d
probably get interest only as well.”

“I think it’s something we always
wanted to do,” states Moir. “The
days when you’re kinda forced
into doing a quiz show went away,
so we said: ‘This is what we want
to do.’ We spent a long time
working it out with lots of advice.
It was quick to start with, but if you
put enough work into something,
it’ll work out in the end.”

“It’s something we always wanted to do...
the days when you’re kinda forced into
doing a quiz show went away, so we said:
‘This is what we want to do.’”
- JIM MOIR

Perhaps, TVO opines, they could
open a bistro of their own, just
like their neighbour Julie has in
the new series. Bob decides it
could be called Vicky Manhattans,
before Jim fires back the
suggestion of George Bensons.
Bob immediately changes this
to Benson and Hedges, as they
start giggling to themselves: that
natural chemistry that has fuelled
over two decades together in full
force. Some things never change,
even if the ideas around them do.
House of Fools for example, was a
first for the pair. Their dark comic
drama Catterick back in 2004
was a dip in the water, but the
closest they had ever come to a
real studio sitcom was the running
Slade in Residence sketch from
The Smell of Reeves and Mortimer.
In recent years, the studio-sitcom
has been somewhat dismissed
outside of the mainstream. Jim
and Bob’s reasoning for doing
one now is surprisingly pragmatic.

“In a practical sense,” Mortimer
adds, “we bumped into someone
from the Beeb, and told them we
were going to write a sitcom. And
they said: ‘Alright, if you do, give
it to us and we’ll have a look’.
That was quite quick, wasn’t it?
We wrote one in a couple of days,
did a pilot. The procedure’s never
really that grand, is it, Jim? It’s
more like bumping into the right
person at the right time.”
One of the more interesting
aspects of the initial set-up,
however, is that while ‘Vic’ and
Bob play heightened versions of
themselves, they are ably backed
up by Dan Skinner as hapless
Bosh, as well as Matt Berry as
randy randomer Beef, Morgana
Robinson as frankly bonkers
neighbour Julie, and Norwegian
stand-up Daniel Simonsen as
Bob’s reclusive son Erik. This year,
they are also joined by Erik’s
girlfriend, Rachel – played by
character comedian Ellie White.

Then there’s the guest roles, filled
across the series by the likes of
Reece Shearsmith, Sally Philips,
Rufus Jones, Simon Farnaby, Alex
Lowe, Tim Healey, Tom Davies,
Romesh Ranganathan and Tony
Way, to name but a few, with the
latter three filming today’s episode
as a dance gang.
It’s that combination of
established names that Jim
& Bob know so well, and the
encouragement of up and coming
talent that has traced its way
through their career ever since
they were established enough
to call the shots somewhat. Let’s
not forget, it was through Reeves
& Mortimer shows that the likes
of Matt Lucas, Rhys Thomas and
Tony Way got their big breaks.
“Tony was like sixteen or
seventeen on The Smell of Reeves
and Mortimer,” remembers Moir.
“And then he was in The Club [a
running sketch in Bang Bang] as
well.” And dancing with you both
in the studio, TVO points out.
“Yeah,” Mortimer laughs, “with a
firework up his arse!”
With a track record in providing
a platform for new talents, TVO
wonders if the pair consciously
elect to nurture fresh faces. “I
think we give them a chance,” Jim
begins. “Then it’s up to you…”
We’re suddenly cut off, by
loudspeaker announcement,
as the audience for the evening
session is about to be let into the
studio. “Attention please,” it says,
drowning out Jim in mid-thought.

“Ladies and gentlemen for House
of Fools. We will be going into
studio in approximately ten
minutes. We will call you in by the
colour…”
“Of your skin!” yells ‘Vic’,
gleefully, and the pair erupt with
back and forth banter once more,
before Bob straightens up.
“The thing with Daniel [Simonsen]
is…” he trails off, trying to find the
right words to say. “We’ve been
wanting to do something with
him for ages. And Ellie was just a
friend of a friend to come in and
read lines during rehearsal, but
she was great.”
“These things kind of evolve a bit,”
Jim adds. “They have to evolve
naturally, and then you work on it
after that.”
“It’s brilliant,” Bob states, smiling.
“When you use Dan, and you use
Daniel, and you use Matt and
Morgana, you just know they’re
comfortable with the way we work,
and they’re comfortable with us.
So they’ll lob their own stuff in
and bring it to life. We knew what
to write for them, and what would
work because of that shorthand.
But it’s more about the story than
anything.”
After all of this time, it would be
easy for Reeves & Mortimer to
fall into a generic pattern, relying
on old gags and goodwill to get
by. Instead, they’re pushing the
limitations of what can be done in
a studio sitcom, with a cast who
get what they do.

Three episodes into recording
the second series, the pair are
confident they’re onto a winner.
“Last week’s was fucking great!”
Bob enthuses. “And Christmas
was good as well,” chips in Jim.
“They’ve all been really good, I
think. Better than the last series,
up to now.”
“I’ve no idea what this one is like,
though,” adds Bob, seemingly
with the worry of the looming
record drifting back into his mind.
TVO can’t help but hope there’s
more to come, and perhaps a
slightly stripped back version of
the show could be taken on the
road, too?
“I think it’s great fun to do,” Jim
sums up. “If people want it, we’ll
keep doing ‘em.”
“Everyone involved in it, would
like to do a run in a theatre,
wouldn’t they, Jim?” asks Bob, as
his partner in crime nods. “I don’t
know whether that will happen,
but we’d all like to do it.”
TVO is sure it would work, and
notes that the chemistry between
the gang, and between Reeves
& Mortimer themselves, feels so
natural it would be a shame for it
not to happen.
“Well,” notes Jim, with a knowing
wink in his eye, “That’s acting!”
And with that, they’re off to do
more of it. That episode won’t
record itself.
House of Fools returns Monday 16th February at 10pm on BBC Two.

LE STRANGE

V I S I O N

THE POLAROID SUITCASE RETURNS
TEN YEARS AFTER HIS PERRIER COMEDY AWARD WINNING LIVE SHOW,
COMEDIAN, ACTOR AND MUSICIAN WAEN SHEPHERD IS RETURNING TO
THE NEW ROMANTIC PASTICHE THAT MADE HIS NAME
WORDS: PAUL HOLMES IMAGES: JAMES BETTS, ANDY HOLLINGWORTH

Pop is ridiculous. A bold
statement, perhaps, but at its
heart, the very best pop music
has a level of frivolity, and the
early 80s wave of New Romantics
is a perfect example. The era
of silly lyrics, big hair and
stupendous outfits is facing a
critical reappraisal thirty years
on, as a new generation of artists
hark back to the music they grew
up with. The 1980s are suddenly
cool, and at just the right time for
the return of Gary Le Strange.
Le Strange was the creation
of comedian Waen Shepherd,
whose debut solo live show,
Polaroid Suitcase, won the 2003
Perrier Comedy Award for Best
Newcomer at the Edinburgh
Festival. The accompanying
album – previously sold only on
tour – has just been reissued
digitally to commemorate its tenth
anniversary. Despite being created
almost entirely via MTV Music
Generator for the Playstation2, the
results are a surprisingly accurate
homage to a bygone era that
refuses to date, and belies its lowfi production. A decade on, Waen
is delighted to discover the project
has held up so well.
“Like a lot of things,” he explains
from the comfort of his Greenwich
apartment, “It’s very difficult to
view it objectively, because I’m
that close to it. For several years, I
became completely numbed to it,
having worked on it for so long. At
the time, I knew I had substandard
equipment, and was pushing it
to the limit, but it was important
to make it sound as close as
possible to the things I was doing
a pastiche of. Now I’ve dug it out,
I’ve actually really enjoyed it.”

The character’s origins are
intrinsically linked with a wave
of alternative comedy which
would also birth The Mighty
Boosh and Garth Marenghi’s
Darkplace, amongst others.

Shepherd was at university
with highly accalimed standup comic Paul Foot, and
throughout the late 90s,
he frequently collaborated
with director Tim Hope,
most notably on the seminal
animated short The Wolf Man.
Waen also appeared with Hope
and a young Julian Barratt in
several editions of surrealist
cyberspoof The Pod, but it was
a chance meeting on a shared
live bill in 2000 that led Waen
into his first double act.
“I met Steve Oram & Tom
Meeten at one of my first
professional gigs,” explains
Waen. “They had just started
doing their double act together.
It was through them that I met
Simon Farnaby, and I ended up
in a duo with him.”

“And it grows all the time,” he
continues. “More people come
in because they like working
with each other, and then we
always help one another at
being creative.”
Indeed, as we speek, Shepherd
is deep into scoring short film
The Baron for Tom Meeten and
Gareth Tunley, and he stresses
that music is his first love. It
was this passion which became
one of the key inspirations of
his creative career, culminating
in Gary Le Strange.
A standard spoof of 80s popstars has been done to death
a thousand times over: where
Shepherd got it right was in
letting his love of the period
and attention to detail supply
accuracy and genuine warmth.

“I LOOK BACK ON IT NOW AND REALISE I WAS
OBVIOUSLY ILL FOR SOME TIME. I GOT A NEW
LEASE OF LIFE, CREATIVELY, BECAUSE SUDDENLY I
WANTED TO DO IT ALL AGAIN.”
That act became Peterford Golf
Club, who performed regularly
together for the next few years.
It was here that Le Strange first
appeared.

Waen hit his teens just as
Duran Duran assaulted
the charts, and has always
retrained affection for the era
of the New Romantics.

Waen also became one of the
cast at regular comedy night
Ealing Live, alongside Alice
Lowe, Richard Glover, James
Bachman and many more
future comedy stars. The rest,
as they say, is history. “Alice
was saying recently that our
careers all really started with
Ealing Live, and she’s right. It’s
created this little family, and it
is like a family. We still go out
drinking together and meet up
every few weeks.”

“It often gets dismissed as crap
pop,” he opines, “but a lot of it
tackles very interesting themes,
and it can get very surreal. With
my own work, I’ve always liked
doing big brash things, making
a tit of myself in silly clothes
and make-up, but it’s usually
stuff that’s also quite subtle
and nuanced. It struck me
New Romantic pop was much
the same. They’d all write silly
songs with epic themes, then be
really boring in interviews!

This was the vibe he tried
to capture within Polaroid
Suitcase. Le Strange became a
downtrodden, failed pop star
who still hoped one day he
woukld be on Top of the Pops
with his fantastical songs and
camp posturing.
These included Adam Ant style
singalong Prince Charles,
the Human League esque
Individuals, and the Gary
Numan inspired paranoia of
Is My Toaster Sentient. The
latter - an ode to self aware
household objects - became a
“hit” of sorts: a stand-out track
which Waen fast got bored of
performing.
“People always find artists who
refuse to do their biggest hit so
ungracious,” he suggests. “At
least with Toaster, I know how
that feels!”
Indeed, Shepherd was soon
in demand, and the pressure
was on to develop a second
Gary Le Strange Show, which
became Fame Cademy.
“The man thing in my head,”
Waen explains, “was that
it worked, so I should do it
again. But I got so much other
work out of it, that it became
harder to devote time to
creating it. The more people
are watching you, the harder it
is to experiment, and I instantly
found that new songs wouldn’t
go down as well, because they
weren’t ready yet. That was a
hard lesson to learn.”
“Also, it was very much an act
of zeitgeist,” he adds. “People
were very interested in it for
that particular moment, but it
didn’t seem to have any kind of
immediate shelf life.”

“I took it upon myself to evolve
the character into whatever I
wanted it to evolve into,” he
recalls, with a sigh, “which
wasn’t necessarily what
everyone else wanted.”
After this stumble, Waen
gave the character a London
residency, Club Le Strange,
fusing his musical stylings
with comedy from his regular
collaborators. He also recorded
a set of music videos for ITV’s
Comedy Cuts series, directed
by Stewart Lee. Finally, it
seemed, Le Strange had found
his audience. Yet following a
final Edinburgh show, Beef
Scarecrow, it was time for Gary
to disappear.
“I got a bit fed up with what I
was writing,” Waen reveals. “I
felt that any changes I made
took him further away from
what people had liked. And I
ended up so busy working on
it, that I didn’t have the time to
actually work with my mates
anymore. Other work was
coming in, so I moved on.”
And so, Gary Le Strange
retired. Waen continued
working as an actor, including
an infamous role in E4 smash
The Inbetweeners, and making
regular appearances on
London’s live comedy circuit.

A return for the character was
always a possibility, yet in
2010, Waen was diagnosed
with hypothyrodism. Surgery
to remove cancerous cells
took place the following
year, but this reminder of his
own mortality conicided with
Shepherd’s declining interest in
performing. His resulting steady
recover physically and mentally
is truly uplifting.
“I look back on it now,”
he says, “and realise I was
obviously ill for some time.
Once I’d had the operation,
and got the right medication,
everything started improving.
I got a new lease of life,
creatively, because suddenly I
wanted to do it all again. So
far, the shows I’ve done have
been gloriously successful, so
why not cary on?”
“The shows coincided with
people starting to ask about
the character again,” he
continues. “I’m taking it one
step at a time, and have to wait
and see how I feel about each
stage. I’m very superstitious
about things I haven’t done
yet. People wanted to get
hold of the songs, so I decided
to reissue them all. And for
once I started to say yes to gig
requests, and I’ve kept saying
yes ever since.”

